Big Nate: Mr. Popularity (Big Nate Comix)
Synopsis
The fourth Big Nate comic compilation in the New York Times bestselling series by Lincoln Peirce, in full color! Big Nate is a New York Times bestseller and the star of his own comic strip. Here comes the latest comic compilation from Lincoln Peirce, all about king of detention and cartooning genius Nate Wright! Includes over 300 full-color comic strips, plus bonus Big Nate activities in the back! "Big Nate is funny, big time." — Jeff Kinney, author of Diary of a Wimpy Kid Also includes a sneak peek at the next Big Nate novel, Big Nate Lives It Up!
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Customer Reviews
Big Nate is back again in a all new book! In the first significant event, Big Nate tries to replace a comic in the newspaper. He learns a lesson: There is a reason the newspaper doesn't submit strips taking place in a hospital. Francis, his best friend, convinces Nate to run for School President. He has to run against Marcus and Lisa, the most popular kids in school. But would their classmates turn against the lucky ones? It's Snotty vs. Fed Up! (And it looks like Nate is winning) Get Ready to Laugh while you read Lincoln Peirce's new book in the best- selling series! Review by Cupcake88, made possible by Kindle.
All right! Lincoln Pierce strikes again with his hilarious big nate strips! I must say, this book was much better than Great Minds Think Alike! Even though it was shorter, the amount of new content was overwhelming! I had never seen the shown strips before, except in gocomics.com. It was really funny, and one of the best I've read! I highly recommend you buy it. Now, let’s look forward for... Big Nate: The Crowd Goes Wild! Yay!

This book is really amazing. It is really funny at the best of times. It shows you that even people who are, well, 'dorky' can become the center of attention. I recommend this book for people who like comedy and laughs. I hope you like the book as much as I did. Thank you Lincoln Piince!

My grandson is a 'reluctant reader' and Big Nate books are one of the few series that he enjoys reading. I always make sure that he has them and he always enjoys them. Thanks for such an enjoyable series.

My Review: Big Nate is back and this time he is Mr. Popularity. In this issue, Big Nate decided to run for Class President. But he thinks that the process is flawed. Then again why should the popular kids be the only ones to get elected, and not the unpopular kid like him? Will Big Nate become Class President or will the popular kids win again? Follow Nate as he goes to summer reading program, an opportunity to get his comic strip in the newspaper, trick-or-treat, tâ™was the Nate before Christmas and many more strips. Another funny book kids would love to read. It has bonus activities to crack you up. Write your own caption action, match sketch to strip, trivia and more.

Disclaimer: As per FTC guidelines, I received a copy of this book from HarperCollins Publishers in exchange for my honest review. I received no monetary compensation. All opinions expressed here are mine and mine alone.

The book was really great. There were almost no repeated comics from other books, and the new ones are really, really, funny. I can't believe what nate was able to achieve.

how about making a book named what's up nate. this is a awesome book! how about making a book named comic nate. however what happens next.watch stampylongnosemincraft vedios on YouTube. how about making a book on stampylongnose.
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